Struggles and opportunities in using
“crooked” agricultural production
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Introduction
In the European Union, 88 million tons of food go to waste each year.1 According to current information 1,923,000
tons of food are thrown away in the Czech Republic: 50.1 % by consumers; 23.4 % in agriculture; 16.5 % in processing
and packing areas; 6.3 % at the distribution; and 3.8 % after the harvesting season.2
According to UN Organization for Nutrition and Agriculture, 20 % of production is thrown away because of its appearance. The reasons to throw food away are often bizarre; an apple peel has a wrong shade; a head of a cauliflower is too
large; a carrot has uneven colouring; a stem of a peppercorn is too long etc. When judging the quality of a produce,
the emphasis is put on the aesthetics instead of the taste and the nutritional value.
Why is this situation worrying to us? Agricultural production creates a large amount of greenhouse gases. FAO (Food
and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations) states that wasted food is annually responsible for 3.3 gigatons
of CO2, which is about 8 % of worldwide emission rates.3 By throwing away a piece of vegetable or fruit we are also
throwing away the used land and water; chemicals; fuel; and human labor. Wasting limited natural resources on the
produce that will be thrown away is clearly unsustainable. In order to ensure a sustainable future, it is crucial that we
focus on the issue of wasting aesthetically imperfect yet nutritiously equal produce, and we look for solutions, which
would use most of the produce.
In this document we are presenting you with a summary of findings from our meetings with food chains representatives and professionals in the field. Together we are attempting to find ways to maximise the use of so-called “crooked”
produce in the current production system. Round table meetings and discussions, which preceded them were part of
the “I’m ready” campaign (www.jsempripraven.cz)
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Agricultural loss and waste is a new theme
for the world and us
At this moment there is no complex study, which would focus on the issue of food waste in the Czech Republic.
Therefore, we do not have any exact numbers, which could quantify the amount of food waste in agriculture. The
information stated in the introduction of this document comes from international studies based on respective states‘ estimates.
It is a new theme – that is obvious from what is happening in the Europe and the whole world. British organisation
WRAP (Waste and Resources Action Programme), the leader in pushing the theme forward into the public sphere,
worked on a study about food waste not earlier than 20154. We obtained a preliminary summary report from the UK
study, which brings up issues such as the lack of unified technology and a cohesive detailed study.
Food waste is very much connected to the way the whole food chain operates – from the production to consumers.
Food chain is a complex system of relations, interests and aims. In order to offer a systematical and effective solution to food waste and losses on the agricultural level, we need to study how the system works at the level of the
producers; hauliers; warehouses; retail; and restaurants.

Research of the food loss and waste in agriculture
In the last 2 years we conducted 30 individual interviews – we talked to farmers; retail representatives (TESCO,
Penny Market, Globus, Kaufland); online vendors (Rohlik.cz); warehouse representatives; state officers (Ministry
of the Agriculture, Ministry of the Environment, State Agricultural and Food Inspection, Governmental Council
for Sustainable Development); international organisations (FUSIONS, FAO); international NGOs (Feedbackglobal,
WRAP); agricultural chamber; greengrocers‘ union; restaurants and producers (Zátiší group, Freshbedýnky.cz); and
others.
We gained an insight into what Czech farmers had to deal with, and we identified causes of food waste in the agriculture and other parts of the food chain.
Key information was drawn from 9 in-depth interviews with farmers in Polabí and Moravia regions. We were interested in the context of food waste (causes; relations within the food chain; strategies to deal with food surplus;
ways to waste less; and so on). We talked to 6 larger farms where they grow multiple sorts of vegetables and fruit
on more than 1,000 ha of land and 3 smaller farms with lands of 50 ha and specializing in one type of vegetable and
fruit or bio production. The interviews were conducted and processed by members of Zachraň jídlo organisation
(Marie Plojharová, Lenka Beranová, Adam Podhola) from June 2015 until August 2016.
The in-depth interviews were conducted only with the farmers. With the other food chain representatives, we
discussed the theme of using “crooked” produce and food waste during our round table meetings in November 2016.
We were trying to find a way to maximise the use of the fruit and vegetables, which did not make it through the
ideal cosmetic measures set by retail.
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Round tables: who participated
Round table meetings were organized in cooperation with Sociological Department of the Czech Academy of Sciences and with the support of the minister of agriculture, Marian Jurečka. Themes on the table were sourced from
our previous interviews, and these meetings were led by a professional facilitator Leona Dolečková, who uses the
“human centred design”.
The first round table meeting took place on November 16, 2016, and the participants were Dana Třísková (director
of the food retail chains department at the Ministry of the Agriculture), Martin Lupa (director of CSR and legislative
provision from TESCO), Radoslava Kvasničková (coordinator of the Food for Future project by the Czech Academy
of Sciences), Jarmila Pilecká (research assistant, Public Opinion Research Centre, The Czech Academy of Sciences),
Petr Štefko (business director of Marketing group Polabí), Vojtěch Sýkora (farmer from Dobrá farma – Good farm),
Petr Jiskra (co-founder of “We Deliver Taste”), Soňa Jonášová (director of Institute for Circular Economy), David
Svatoš (Logio, the co-owner), Christine Doležalová (Glopolis think tank analyst) and Zachraň jídlo/Save the Food
members Adam Podhola, Marie Plojharová, Anna Strejcová, and Lucie Strolená.
The second round table took place on November 25, 2016 and was attended by Dana Třísková, Martin Lupa, Soňa
Jonášová, Petr Štefko, Vojtěch Sýkora, Jarmila Pilecká, Christine Doležalová and members of Zachraň jídlo/Save the
Food (Adam Podhola, Anna Strejcová and Lucie Strolená)
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General findings from research and round table meetings
We found out that vegetable production concentrates at larger farms and smaller growers are forced to close up
because they are not connected to the international net of retail chains and fail economically (78 % of the Czech
production goes into super- and hypermarkets).5 This situation was brought about mainly by the post-revolutionary
influx of retail chains and discount shops to which 85 % of Czech consumer population go and which are supplied
primarily by the large farms.6
Direct sale from the farmers accounts for mere 4 %. Smaller farmers usually sell their produce from the farm at a
market; they supply straight into restaurants, hotels etc; And potentially they use the new trends such as the box
system.The disadvantage of these types of salesmanship is the small amount of produce and higher organizational
difficulties; therefore, this type of sale is only complimentary.“7
During the interviews we have noticed farmers‘ heightened state of alertness and often a fear of losing market connections. Ensuring the farmers‘ anonymity was the key for the success of the meeting (many weren’t comfortable
providing information under their own name).
Once we listened to tens of professionals, food waste turned out to be only a part of the whole food production
system. Therefore, this document also contains themes, which may not link directly to “crooked” produce but they
help understand the complexity of the whole system.

We have identified 7 themes, which showed to be the key when looking for an effective solution:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Consumer’s education
Fair price for “crooked” produce
Creation and support of processing facilities for “crooked” produce
Fair and transparent rules for business
Communication between producers and distributors and planning of production
Improving technology of storage in warehouses and displaying produce
Free market in Europe and institutional support
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1. Consumer’s education
An issue everyone at the round table meeting agreed on was the need for an educated consumer. It is believed that a
consumer lacks knowledge about the whole process of producing food, and they have very little idea about the consequences of their behaviour as consumers. Improving the consumer’s knowledge would lead to the more economical treatment of vegetable and fruit produce. Education is an important part of the sale of “crooked” produce – a
discount on the price should not be the only motivation. The general public needs to know the whole context of the
production and what goes into it in order to realize the real value of the product.
We also found that:

•

a consumer is not paying attention to the grade – if the product looks good and the price is acceptable, they will
buy it

•

a consumer has subconscious aesthetic requirements for the produce. The issue is to what extent are these
requirements innate, intuitive or taught (through marketing)

•

a consumer has unrealistic expectations; they want bio and chemically untreated produce which must be
aesthetically pleasing in the same way as the produce which has gone through chemical treatment

•

people often do not realize that produce of lower grade is not necessarily less healthy or less nutritious

•

there has been an increase in interest in the so-called II. grade produce from the side of the vendors: its benefits
include putting their brand in a positive light (as a part of the so-called “social responsibility”) and offering the
customer an attractive price. Generally the trend is to sell what is Czech, fresh and from a farm but eventually,
price is always a priority.

“It is based on the requirements of the people who go into the supermarkets, logically. On one hand, they say they
do not mind a potato with smaller or larger defects. But then, when they come in the shop, they have a feeling they
are the world’s creators – logically, I don‘t blame them. They think they can choose and they want the absolute best.
So they (consumers) put the pressure on the shops and they, subsequently, put the pressure on us, the growers.”
Farmer
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2. Fair price for “crooked” produce
Currently some shops sell food that did not comply with aesthetical requirements with a discount (Penny Market
sells with 10 % less, TESCO with 20 % and Rohlik.cz with 30–50 %). The discount is supposed to compensate the
time spent on a more difficult preparation (for example a crooked carrot) and distinguish the produce from the I.
grade produce. European Commission’s study and experience with selling “crooked” produce in the UK show that
if a consumer is given the information that the food would be thrown away, they are willing to buy it with a smaller
discount.8
Other findings:

•

in the past it was possible to assign a price according to 3 grades (for example cabbage of a I., II. and III. grade).
Consumers could choose themselves what to invest money in. Nowadays the consumer is offered only the I. grade produce. For the produce of other grades, the possibilities on the market are limited.

•

according to a Czech public opinion study (conducted by the Sociological Department of Academy of Sciences,
2016) more than two thirds of consumers would choose the aesthetically “perfect” pieces over the aesthetically
“imperfect” ones if the price was set the same for both.9

•

reasons to buy “perfect” vegetables and fruits are that these are considered normal and are easier to clean and
cut. As a reason to buy “crooked” produce, consumers state that they perceive imperfections as a sign of natural
cultivation and non-chemical treatment.

•

some members of the community surrounding Zachraň jídlo are of the opinion that the price should be the
same for “perfect” and “imperfect” pieces as the amount of energy used was the same for both. It should not be
that a healthy piece of vegetable or fruit is put in a lower-value category because of a visual defect.

“Earlier, before ‘89, everything had to be sold. Be it cabbage of I., II., III. grade – it had a different value… Nowadays
they want a top quality and everything else is bad. It is not bad. No one said a potato should be round, 5 cm wide or
oval.”
Farmer

8

European Commission. A behavioral study on food choices and eating habits, 2015.
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3. Creation and support of alternative market
for “crooked” produce
The interviews with farmers indicate that in the 90‘s in the Czech Republic, the market for secondary processing industry declined. Thus the natural market for the “crooked” produce disappeared. In Moravia, farmers have a bigger
chance to sell lower grade vegetables and fruits than Czech farmers because that is the place of residence of large
companies specializing in conservation or salad mixes.
Selling “crooked” produce to smaller companies10 (restaurants, schools) is also difficult because of the lacking infrastructure. Restaurants require smaller amounts to be brought in regularly but that is not very cost-effective for the
farmers. Warehouses and wholesale shops do exist but they focus on selling I. grade produce only.
We also found out:

•

farmers want to use all the harvested food and there is an increase of interest in the II. grade produce from
restaurants and supermarkets. What is missing is an easier connection between the demand and the offer.

•

farmers use a variety of strategies to use up the “crooked” pieces such as animal feed or biogas but these means
are not effective considering the energy and investment put into the production. Principles of “food waste hierarchy” should be followed and food should primarily be consumed by humans.

•

demands on shape and size of the produce differ in various areas of production industry. For example, thinner
carrots with a stem are sold in a bunch in shops but they are not useful in this form for frozen vegetable mixes.

“What works everywhere West and North from us is the processing industry. We have unfortunately killed a large
part of it in the Czech Republic. Therefore, there is a very small number of cauliflower growers as the market cannot seem to know how to work with what is happening on the fields. These crops stopped to be grown or they are
grown only where there is a processing industry close to the field which can freeze or conserve the produce.”
Farmer

10

The representatives of smaller retailers, warehouses and restaurant facilities (such as Sodexo) were not present at the roundtables.
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4. Fair and transparent rules for business
The interviews show that conditions in the contracts between farmers and the businesses are highly variable
and can change from week to week based on the businesspeople‘s decision. The amount of produce the business
commits to purchase is only an estimate. The farmers, however, are bond strictly to the contracts and have to deliver an exact amount in the required quality no matter the weather. Any deviancy in the quality or number is the
farmer‘s responsibility and could be punished by a penalty for not complying with the contract conditions.
In the process of valuing their produce, Czech farmers have a weaker position in the negotiations than the businesses (supermarkets). For example when signing general contracts, they cannot influence the content – either they
accept or not. Farmers were expressing their wish for more mutual trust and communication.
We have also found that:

•

farmers believe the whole delivery should not be thrown away because of several “imperfect” pieces. The life
span of such a rejected produce decreases considerably for it has to go through the cleaning and sorting process
again.

•

some of the less experienced quality controllers only use a catalogue defining correct shade and shape of the
produce and they do not have any personal experience with the demanding process of harvesting. The post of
a quality checker is essential and it depends on his or her will if a piece of fruit or vegetable will be accepted or
not.

„Each food chain has its own set of norms and we are simply obliged to follow them. There are very specific rules
how each piece should look – that means that for example white cabbage should be no less than 700 g and no more
than 2,5 kg. The sets of norms differ from chain to chain meaning one requires this size while the other chain may
accept a different one. We worked out the norms for each chain now and we have to make an effort to produce and
harvest accordingly.“
Farmer
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5. Communication between producers
and businesses and production planning
Another issue brought up at the round table meetings was the lack of communication between individual parts of
the food chain. It was understood from the interviews with the farmers that meeting retail chains‘ representatives
more often and in person would improve the efficiency of the farming industry. Meeting less often and thus businesses having a weaker relationship to Czech produce leads to the price being the only strong argument in the negotiations.
We also found that:

•

both producers and businesses found it essential for the parties to discuss each individual season in advance (for
example the expected size of the produce according to weather)

•

collective planning can be economically sensible if it is made in a sufficient time in advance. It ameliorates the
mutual cooperation, improves relationships and deepens the knowledge about the complete process.

•

farmers find it useful to focus on a specific type of vegetable or fruit only: specialization makes it easier for the
automatization of the production and for the produce to be formed to the “perfect” shape. Its consequence is, however, that we have completely ceased to produce certain types of crops because they are too complicated to produce
(e. g. leek)

•

in the international competition it is the business that chooses. Czech produce is not always strong enough for
such a competition (in terms of price and aesthetics) and it is often not available in a sufficient amount.

•

the size of the purchase plays a big role for supermarkets – many have local suppliers. These are, however, small
firms which cannot supply a whole country.

“More than a half of our production is based on our own estimates but recently the cooperation with food
chains has been improving and we are planning things together. They are able to give us certain numbers so
we know how much they will need from us. We also choose crops together and so on. So with some of the
chains we plan together and we have some certainty but of course it all depends on us meeting all the quality requirements and specifications.”
Farmer
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6. Improving warehouse technologies
and product display in shops
It is difficult to predict the height of demand for any produce. In case a retailer orders more of a fruit or vegetable
than they are able to sell, they have to ensure a suitable environment and keep its quality. Farmers say many of the
chains do not dispose of proper technological background which leads to more wasted food. Besides having quality
storage space, it is also very important to educate the employees on how to take care of the produce. That is a problem when the numbers of qualified employees are low.
We also found out that:

•

if a lorry with fresh produce arrives outside of the assigned time of transfer, it has to wait until the next day.
Aside of limited time there is also a shortage of employees. When it comes to unloading the lorries, businesses
do not have enough manpower, and the produce often stays in unfavourable conditions longer than advised.

•

both the farmers and the businesses aim to bring the best quality food to the customers. If both sides make
effort to follow the steps to ensure quality food, the relationships between them could improve.

“Normally we harvest, we pick all the pieces by the afternoon and we pack them. The time between harvest and
cooling the produce is counted in hours. When we bring everything from the field we usually bring it into a cooled
room, then we wash it in cool water so the heat does not destroy it there. Then it goes to processing for an hour and
back to the cooled room. The expedition is cooled as well, and it brings the produce to the central storage space
which distributes it into individual shops. And that is where the trouble begins.”
Farmer
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7. The influence of the free market
by European Union and the institutional support
Fruit and vegetable market is influenced by national and European politics. The European Union has recently
stepped back on certain norms defining how the produce should look. Food chains, however, have their own sets of
norms, which tend to be much stricter.
The market is also influenced by subsidies for the farmers, which differ from country to country, and by globalisation which brings us products from all around the world. Moreover, preferring locally grown foods is not such a trend
in the Czech Republic as it is in the most of Western Europe – here it is the price that decides.
Czech products are at a disadvantage because all large food chains running supermarkets in the country have their
headquarters in abroad and so their business relations are tied to the farmers in their homelands.
We also found that:

•

The Czech Republic is not self-sufficient regarding food. We have to have the produce brought to us. That puts
our farmers under pressure. Their produce must fight in the tough competition of cheaper foods from the outside.

•

for the State Agriculture and Food Inspection the key information is the product‘s health. The Inspection does
not have power over norms defining “quality” set by private food shop chains – contracts between a farmer and
a business stand higher on the hierarchy than the state‘s prescription.

•

larger agricultural unions which unite farmers and give them a capable business representative have an advantage in selling their products. Smaller farms where they do not have time to take care of business relationships
cannot offer services such as the larger companies can.

•

interviews uncovered that retailers often use the international low price as an argument for Czech farmers to
lower their prices too. This shows to be one of the factors causing Czech produce to be thrown away. Vegetables
and fruit belong to a fast processed food and time plays an important role here.

“When there is a surplus in abroad, some chains start to take from there and stop taking from us. That causes
massive loss. I think it is a specific thing for the Czech Republic. Not that it does not happen in abroad; it does but
less often. Most of the markets protect themselves against it. We watch produce from abroad, from Spain coming in
while we grow our own production of the certain produce.”
Farmer
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Research conclusions
1. Consumer‘s education
There is a need for a campaign against food loss and waste.

•
•

on a whole country scale with focus on the consumer
endorsed by a variety of sponsors and partners (state, business, academia, non-governmental organizations)

Cooperation of the various elements is crucial. In Great Britain the “Love Food Hate Waste” movement had a tremendous success in lowering food waste from households by 21 % in 5 years thanks to the intersectional collaboration.11
The sellers themselves have an advantageous position because they are in a direct contact with the consumer.
Thanks to that they can explain to the costumer the food waste issue and why buying “crooked” produce makes
sense.
2. Fair price for “crooked” produce
It is important to support secondary processing industry. The Ministry of Agriculture is currently offering a few
support programs which guide through the process of creating one‘s own manufacturing background, increase one‘s
competitiveness and decrease food waste. In terms of “crooked” production for restaurants, it seems ideal to connect those to the closest warehouses. From there, restaurants could supply the kitchens in their preferred amount
and frequency.
3. Creation and support of alternative market for “crooked” produce
In March 2016, a law was passed about a market force, which would regulate unlawful market strategies practised by
retail chains. It will be interesting to observe the development of this law being enforced in practice. Farmers should
get the opportunity to negotiate fair conditions in contracts, so that the situations where they would have to sign
risky and unfavourable contracts would not occur. A debate should begin on creating an independent ombudsman
whose role would be to monitor relationships between producers and supermarkets and the equality of their positions on the market. This post first appeared in the UK. It could help in the process of getting rid of the “fear climate”
in the industry.
4. Fair and transparent rules for business
It is necessary to map the supermarket situation in detail – to what extent they feel that views about the bad technological background are true and what their possibilities are to change that. One specific shop could take the post
of a role model who would test out changes in warehousing and could act as a good example for others.
5. Communication between producers and businesses and production planning
Intensive communication between individual partners leads to a stronger connection and improvement of the rela-

11

Champions 12. 3. The Business Case for Reducing Food Loss and Waste, 2017.
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tionship – it allows for a “human behaviour” when it comes to unexpected situations which do take place in agriculture. That is why it is important to demand more frequent personal meetings.
It is also necessary to map the knowledge of quality controllers about processes, which need to be done before the
produce arrives. An increase of this knowledge could lead to an improvement in the situation where a whole delivery is rejected due to a couple of imperfections. Quality controllers should undergo an educative program at the
farms in order to gain practical experience.
6. Improving warehouse technologies and product display in shops
State‘s role is to negotiate better conditions for Czech products in the super- and hypermarket sales: it turns out
that supermarkets with non-Czech owners put higher prices on the Czech produce which consequently leads to
people preferring cheaper products from abroad (Czech customers purchase mainly following prices).
It is important to support the competitiveness of Czech farmers so that they can sell abroad, too.
7. The influence of the free market by European Union and the institutional support
So far there is no analysis of what would be an adequate price for fruits and vegetables of the lower grades. At the
moment, it is sold with a discount but these products should not be taken as of a lower quality. It is necessary to
educate consumers about the real price of a product.
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What comes now?
Zachraň jídlo will continue in mapping the issue of food waste in agriculture, and it will cooperate with state representatives, institutions and businesses who do show the interest in the issue. We will tie new partnerships, and we
would like to invite other important parts of the food chain: especially business, warehouse and large restaurants‘
representatives. We will observe what is happening in this field in abroad, and we will keep in touch with important
institutions such as Organization for Nutrition and Agriculture OSN, WRAP and European Commission.
What can you do to join us?
Contact us on adam.podhola@zachranjidlo.cz and we can talk about a possible cooperation.

zachranjidlo.cz

facebook.com/zachranjidlo

twitter.com/zachranjidlo
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instagram.com/zachranjidlo

info@zachranjidlo.cz

About “I am ready” campaign
Research and round table meetings took place as part of the “I am ready” campaign, which was initiated by Zachraň
jídlo. The goal of the campaign was to inform the public about the fact that more than 20 % of production does not
find its way to the customer due to the strict aesthetical rules, and therefore, it is important to promote its effective
usage. Part of the campaign is the www.jsempripraven.cz website where everyone can find information about it,
sign and thus commit to buying “crooked” fruits and vegetables.
Zachraň jídlo has been researching on food loss and waste in agriculture since 2014, when we organized the first
event “Thousand kilos.” At the Piazzeta of National theatre in Prague we were selling for a symbolic prize the
“crooked” vegetables that did not make it to the supermarkets due to the cosmetic standards. We received it from a
farmer, who first told us about how much of his produce was wasted each year because of strict marketing standards
for fruits and vegetables.
The following year we launched the “gleaning” project (the harvest of crooked vegetables from the farms that goes
to charities). With 18 farm visits we collected over 8 tonnes of cauliflowers, kohlrabies, carrots, potatoes, salads etc,
which were donated to food banks. The project also continued in 2016, in which we organized 6 farm visits and
collected over 3 tonnes of food (mostly kohlrabies, carrots, cauliflowers, cabbage and potatoes.).
The campaign “I am ready” aims to study the problematic of food loss and waste in agriculture in depth and identify
the possibilities of structural changes that are necessary to improve the current situation.

The roundtables that were part of “I am ready campaign” were conducted with support of Minister of agriculture, Mr. Marian Jurečka. This document does not necessarily represent the official position of the Ministry of agriculture of the Czech
Republic.
The photographs from the pages 1, 4, 9, 13, 20 are part of a cycle Mutatoes Mutatoes, 2006 - Present, © Uli Westphal
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